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Remarks regarding the crystal analysis 2002

In 2002, during a series of tests of wide scope, various brands of European mineral water and several European well water samples have
been examined with the objective to determine their quality.

Afterwards all the analyzed samples have been compared in terms of quality and other parameters. All samples have been tested under the
same conditions.

On one hand the visual/qualitative parameters applying the crystal-analysis have been determined; on the other hand the following
chemical parameters have been examined:

> measurement of oxygen
> measurement of pH number
> measurement of the conductance in mS/cm
> measurement of dry residues in mg/liter
> measurement of nitrate content in mg/liter
> measurement of the redox potential
> all the parameters of the German Regulation of Drinking Water (TVO)

Within the crystal analysis the evaluation takes place according to the six following parameters:

shape of the clusters – expansion – configuration of the angles – intensity of the crystal and dark spot regions
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Interpretation tap water * with tachyon energy device

Picture A1N shows a regular crystallization, spreading all over the whole water drop sample.
There are no vigorous concentration of crystals having a 90 angled structure which were present
in the neutral water sample. Those 90 structures did represent information of
pollutants, characterizing a negative distortion of the clusters.

Although the pollutants are -in a chemical meaning- no more traceable in the water sample, the
existing clusters normally transport all information contained in water. This so-called memory-
effect has however considerably been neutralized; upgrading the treated sample in quality.

Besides the very positive changes of the angle structures towards the natural 60 angle there are
some 90 structures visible, but they only occur in a very small number. This fact shows that the
pollutants, resp. their information, and the density of the crystals as well has been reduced but
the effect wasn’t so intense; a complete conversion could not take place.

Insofar there still remains a little possibility of calcification and pollutant-information. This fact
impedes attributing an absolute top ranking -being the case only with pure spring water- to the
treated tachyon water sample.

Viewed overall the effect of this device has to be classified as distinctly positive.

treated sample * A1N (40x)

treated sample * A2N (100x)



Interpretation tap water * with tachyon energy device

Picture A3N shows clear evidence of changes towards the neutral sample. 60 -angle structures
appear featuring even star-shaped crystals only to be found in premium quality spring water.
Insofar an energetic upgrade of the water sample tooked place after the tap water has been
treated with the tachyon silicon strap. On a biological level there has been a significant upgrading
leading to a positive energy balance. The metabolism of the consumers is stimulated and
-compared to the neutral sample- the elimination of pollutants is much better supported by the
treated water. The whole organism of all consumers is revived by the treated water sample, not
being the case with the neutral sample.

Conclusion

The biological upgrade of the water sample is remarkably higher than the technical one. As the
tachyon silicon strap only acts on a biophysical and energetic way we have to rate this fact as
very positive. In case of an elevated water hardness we might consider integrating a physical
system.

This tachyon devices receives a good rating.

treated sample * A3N (400x)

neutral sample * A3V (400x)
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treated sample * A3N (400x)neutral sample * A3V (400x)
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Résumé * crystal analyses 2002

Compared to the neutral sample, the tested sample with the tachyon device shows a clear quality improvement. Whilst the neutral sample
showed heavy 90 angled structures and linear crystals, we remarked that they were almost completely neutralized by the tachyon system.
Insofar the water quality has been improved. The possibility of calcification has also been reduced.

Besides the neutralization of several harmful factors we remarked an explicit energy input after the treatment with the tachyon device.
Compared to the neutral sample, the vital forces of the treated sample are clearly improved, revealed by the star-like crystal structures.
There has been an approach to the 60 angle, only being the case if water samples from pure springs are analyzed.

The increased energy potential of the treated sample is so obvious, that if consumers do drink this type of water they will clearly be
procured with energy. The neutral sample did not show these parameters as the energy balance was rather negative.

Du to the improved vital forces in the treated water sample, the ability of detoxication after the usage of the tachyons is raised. We
therefore certify that a qualitative upgrading tooked place. Insofar there has been an improvement of quality on a biological and on a
technical level. As already stated: the improvement on biological level is higher than on technical level: a risk of calcification still remains.
Speaking of highly calciferous water we suggest to apply an additional filter in order to generate an optimal water quality.

Over all this system proved its efficiency in a positive way and provides to the consumers an explicit advantage. Therefore we class the
treated sample clearly better than the neutral sample.
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Annotation to the chemical parameters:

The chemical analyses did also show a clearly positive modification, having positive effects to the consumer. The redox potential e.g. has
clearly been improved, enabling the water being more resistant against contamination. Within the tolerance, the pH number has slightly
increased. The conductance and the dry residues is more or less equal -within the tolerance- to the neutral sample. The nitrate content has
slightly decreased. The oxygen content has been improved by the tachyon device. This fact is rated as very positive as the oxygen content
represents a very important parameter in relation to the water quality. In the final evaluation this water sample gains an advantage.

Chemical 

parameters:

dry residues redox in mV nitrate content

mg/Liter in mg/Liter

neutral sample 9,6 7,54 654 350 141 6,7
with tachyon device 10,0 7,87 670 310 247 6,3
difference +0,4 0.33 16 -40 106 -0,4

Evaluation oxygen content mg/l pH number conductance µS/cm
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neutral sample with tachyon device difference

oxygen content in mg/l 

pH number

conductance µS/cm 

dry residues mg/l

redox in mV

nitrate mg/l
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